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Radical Collages
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Language writing challenges American poets to be something other than
ornanients to the national culture and to

not in the sense of which persons, but
rather persons of what order? How
will they be constituted,understand
their own “individuality,” andrelate
this to such audiencesas each attempts
to construct? Such questions q e both
literary and social.
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poetry as a form
of philosophical inquiry and acknowl:
edges the place of rhetoric as primary in
producing thought and meaning. Paradoxically, the book is unified by a pMciple of difference:Each poem differs radically (ii style and layout) from the previous one. Throughout his career, Bernstein
has worked scrupulously to achieve a
poetry that resists the staple of the
M.F.A. industry’s version of poetic craft:
the achievementof
a distinct voice;
This is not to say that Bernstein is in:
capable ofwriting beautifully lyrical
lines of poetry, as in the concluding lineS
to !‘The Voyage of Life”:
We
Carve and so are carved in twofold
swiftness
gats, the book

Of manifold: the simple act of
Speak-
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Ing, having heard, of crossing, having creased.

Sow not, lest reap, and choke on
blooming things:
Innovation is Satan’s toy, a train
That rails to semblance, place of

memory‘s
Loss. Or tossed in tune, emboss with
gloss insignias of air.

Bernstein can sound the register of
late nineteenth-century impressionism,
as in “From Lines of Swinburne”; “ASa
voice in a visionthat’s vanished/Perjured dark and barer accusation/Song of
a pole congealed/Whose soul a mark lost
in the whirling snow.” But he serves up
lines that, while they havethe sound and
rhythm of familiar form,withdraw from a
fmed content or subject. Unlike Ashbery,
who finally does settle upon a recognizable, laconic, bemused voice, Bernstein
gives enough space to so many vocabularies and rhetorics that no one style or
position can possibly emergeas comprehensive. His forte as a poet may prove
to be a form of radical collage, with a
new rapidity and elusiveness. Often, as
in Silliman’s poetry in prose, he stitches
fabric together at the level of the sentence, as in “Surface Reflectance”:
Debby
had just about tied the bow of her pink
taffeta dress when she heard the porch
door creak open. “At least when I close
my eyes nobody can see me.” Early
warning sighs. Buttressing bronchodilation, arcadian
microsecondsjostling pansynchronic
obsidian vmes in the
collation of infrequent mention.
In “Amblyopia” various typefaces reinforce the multiple planes of discourse:
Blessed are the grieved for
they at least have seen their
inheritance; the rest wait in maxivans
to collect as available. THE BITTER
COKE
OF JIMMY CARTER; the greased
palm, the

adored swan; all are crepuscular,
dilated,, dogged, dictated.
Bernstein states quite clearly the kind of
writing and thinking that donot interest
him: T a c h limb flows gracefully into/
thenext, with the effortlessness of good
thinking.”
Bernstein’s recent work, both in Artifice of Absorption and The Sophist,
makes it clear that, while a master ironist
(in Kierkegaard‘ssenseof
,irony as a
withdrawal of content), he is, like Silliman, a poet given to affirmation and to
a distinctly utopian vision. His affirma-

tive view stems from his critique of the
supposed opposition between thought
and emotion. In “The Only Utopia Is in
a Now,” Bernstein ridiculesthe assumptions of much mainstream poetry, particularly the aversion to so-called abstract thinking:
“On this block,” the voice was steady
now and almost seemed to sing, ‘’what
is called ’thinking’ is absolutely forbidden in the nameof what is called ‘emotion.’You’reonlysupposedto
write
and say what everyoneelseknows,
and to write and say it in the way
everyone else has already heard it. In
fact, they issue a manual, Acceptable
Worak and Word Combinations and
everyone talks and writes only in permutations derived from this book.”

But Bernstein’s guiding premise is that
“emotion doesn’t express itself only in
words we already know.” He reverses polarities on his mainstream opponents:
“The people here are so ideologically
pro-emotion they make it into an abstract concept that is more theoretical
than the intellectuality they renounce.’’
In an exhortation to all language-users
to embrace experimentation and discovery, to resist and question standardizations of expression and use, the poem
concludes, “Don’t be afraid, gentle
writers, gentle speakers, that you won’t
communicate or will be too intellectual.
Only whensuch concerns fall away, like
calluses from our tongues, and we are
left just to do and be, not trying to communicate out of a fear of being unable
to, will language take its rightful place
as love.” For Bernstein new forms of
written expression affirm our common
birthright as language-users, able to
question and make the meanings and
truths by which we situate and construct
ourselves in this world.
The writings of the language poets,
and especially recent work by Silliman
and Bernstein, offer us an accomplished
poetry as a revived medium for thought
and pleasure. Yet, the dismissal and s u p
pression of language writing make pertinent Gertrude Stein’s observations in her
1926 lecture“Composition as Explanation,” where she laments the slow acceptance of new methods of composition:
and it is very much too bad, it is so
very muchmore exciting and satisfa0
tory for everybody if one can have contemporaries, if all one’s contemporaries
could be one’s contemporaries.
For indeed the language poets present
some of the finest expressions of our
worthy contemporaries.
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